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Construction of Vopak MiDEx
V

erwater started last year with the realisation of the MiDEx (Middle

and dome. These tanks each have their own settle tank of 50 m3.

Distillates Expansion) Greenfield project. The storage capacity of

Another main part of the MiDEx Greenfield project is the construction of a

Vopak Terminal Europoort will be expanded with 400,000 m for Jet Fuel

new pump pit. The pump pit, with pumps of 1,140 m3/hr and 2,000 m3/hr

A-1, better known as kerosene.

includes a fully automated switch manifold and filter sets for filtering water
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Efficiency pays off
at Shell terminals

First job in the
Gulf region
S

ince Verwater has joined forces in 2012 with CTS Middle East
in Bahrain, the first project in Bahrain is a fact. This project

and solid substance from jet fuel. This is to meet the requirements set in

will be executed together with local construction company

Verwater is responsible for the entire execution of the project. The EPC-

the Joint Inspection Group. In addition, the pump pit is provided with

Ramsis Engineering.

contract requires a wide range of disciplines. Civil, Mechanical, Structural,

a slop tank of 25 m and a 10 m expansion vessel.

The Water Transmission Development Project aims to improve

3
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Piping and Electrical & Instrumentation are all involved in this project.

the water security situation in the Kingdom of Bahrain. It also
The PPL-7 manifold and the tanks of tank pit 16 are connected by means

provides flexibility in the various provinces by connecting several

For the storage of jet fuel, tank pit 16 will be constructed. This pit consists

of interconnecting piping including all necessary walkways and platforms

water stations with more than one water producing source in the

of 8 new storage tanks with a capacity of 50,000 m each. The tanks are

to ensure optimal operation space and accessibility.

Kingdom. This will ensure an equitable distribution of potable

30 meters high and 47 meters in diameter, all with an internal floating roof

The project’s mechanical completion date is set for the beginning of 2014.

water in terms of quantity and quality.

3

The project includes the development of new pump and distribution
stations. The overall storage capacity will be increased with
Aluminium
dome roofs

• Tank capacity 50,000 m each
• Diameter 47 m’
• Height 30 m’
3

Substation
OS 22
6KV power

Manifold

•

4 Product pumps (2000 m3/hr and 1140 m3/hr)

•

4 Filter sets

•

62 million imperial gallons (281,000 m³) by establishing 6 above

I

n 2012 Verwater was in-

ground storage tanks with diameters varying from 31 to 90 meters.

volved in the maintenance

Verwater is responsible for the detailed engineering of the storage

of 145 tanks at the Shell

tanks, construction management and the delivery of the storage

Underground pipe lines to Neckarhaven

terminals in Pernis, Moerdijk

tank roof structures. Ramsis Engineering focuses on the design,

and Europoort. Verwater’s tank

supply of materials, construction and commissioning of other

•

Pipe bridge to jetties

construction and civil depart-

related works including civil, piping, electrical, instrumentation,

ments spent around 120,000

control and automation. Both parties expect the project to be

•

Seperated sewer systems

manhours to finalize the 2012

completed by the end of 2014.

program. During this period

Together with CTS Middle East W.L.L., Verwater sees a variety of

•

Sample points by each tank

Shell and Verwater closely

opportunities to provide services in the field of tank maintenance

joined forces in the process

and tank construction for the coming years in Bahrain.

•

Tank equiped with floating suction line

of maintaining Shell’s tanks. An important goal in this process is

•

Internal floating roof

procedures. In that way both parties want to achieve a cut back in

•

Pipe bridge in tank pit

dedicated Verwater team already took the first steps in increasing

•

4 Compartments, seperated by intermediate dikes

to become even more efficient and structured when it comes to
costs without compromising on safety and quality. During 2012 a
efficiency. This resulted in actual cost reduction at the end of 2012.
At this moment Verwater is constructing a new tank at at the
Pernis terminal. With a diameter of 24 m’ and a height of
16 meters this tank will be prepared to store residual oil. A team
of 12 Verwater employees is dedicated to meet the mechanical
completion date that is set on the 5th of July 2013.

Maintenance in Paris

T

he Belgium and France divisions of Verwater teamed up for a
new project in Paris, France. For EXXON Mobil in the South of

Verwater U.S.A. goes ahead!

P

Tank revival for project Anaconda

etroplex International
L.L.C. (Petroplex),

a development company of

Paris (Villeneuve Le Roi) Verwater is awarded with maintenance

bulk liquids storage tank

work for 2 tanks. One tank with a diameter of 20 m’ and one with

terminals based in Baton

a diameter of 16 m’.

Rouge, has launched the

The project includes all major tank repairs combined with tank

front-end engineering and

jacking. The tank foundation will be refurbished including a
concrete ring beam and installation of new tank bottoms.

A

t the Zevenmanshaven oost in Vlaardingen six tanks, of a

At this moment the adjustments to the last three tanks are almost

former Shell terminal, remained operational from time to

done and the insulation work is in progress. While working on the

time. The 5,800 m3 tanks, built around 1960, were not in the best

last three tanks and piping works, the first three tanks are already

design (FEED) study as part of

conditions after different companies used the tanks for storage of

fully operational.

the progression of the develop-

a variety of products over the years.

ment of a state-of-the-art bulk liquids terminal facility in St. James Parish,
Last September Verwater was initially requested by Anaconda to

La., with a minimum capacity of 10 million barrels.

prepare three of those six tanks for the storage of animal fats.
Petroplex, which is backed by a consortium including Macquarie Group,

The project included the removal of old insulation of the tanks,

Quanta Services Inc. and Harley Marine Services Inc., has selected

various modifications to the tanks, construction of a loading station

Verwater U.S.A., to lead the design, engineering and construction work of

for trucks with additional piping and making the site accessible for

all the storage tanks including painting, domes, heating coils, fire fighting

trucks. All Verwater divisions were involved in this project.

system and foundations.
Early December, work on the first three tanks was completed and
The storage and distribution terminal will include a unit-train facility, barge

the tanks were put into operation. Shortly after finalizing work on

and ship dock, truck racks and pipeline and will be designed and tailored

the first three tanks the request came to also prepare the other

to client specifications. This project is expected to break ground on major

three tanks for storage of animal fats. Due to the changing scope

construction works in the first half of 2013 and begin first commercial

of work during work on the first three tanks Verwater opted to

operations during 2014.

integrate a modular piping design to make future piping
extensions as easy as possible.
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Argos Phase 6.1 in progress
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Maintenance
works at
BP Rotterdam

I

n December 2011, Argos Terminals B.V. appointed Verwater to build
Tankpit 18. This multidisciplinary project consists of:

• erection of 12 tanks with a total capacity of 200,000 m³

Teaming up in Oman

A

t BPRR in the Netherlands, Verwater is the in-house

• pump pit

contractor for all civil maintenance works. Part of the

• substation

scope is tank jacking, foundation repair, bundwall adjust

• pipe rack with about 15,000 m’ piping
• E&I works

ments, pipe lifting and reinstalling their supports at the

• new jetty (Jetty-10)

terminal. Presently Verwater is finishing up foundation
works for tank 120 at the Europoort terminal.

A

fter signing a memorandum of understanding in March 2012,

In March 2012 the first concrete pile was drilled and so the construction

Verwater and Shanfari Group officially established the

phase started. After almost a year’s work, progress is well visible. The tank

The new foundation of the tank, with a diameter of

foundations, with a total of 1,300 piles / 4,100 m³ concrete / 521 tonnes

54.9 m’, is constructed of sand and crushed rock,

rebar, have been handed over from our civil department to Verwater’s tank

combined with a SLOD (Second Line Of Defence), HDPE

provision of terminal and tank maintenance projects as well as

construction division. The concrete bundwall as well as the foundations

liner and a leak-detection system. Oncoming part of the

tank construction in the Middle East.

for the substation, pump pit and pipe rack have been piled and concrete

maintenance work is also the removal the PUF (Polyu-

works are currently on-going. The tank erection is being performed using

rethane Foam) insulation from the roof, with Verwater’s

The companies both recognize that there is a large number of

2 systems: jacking & stacking. At this moment, all the jacked tanks have

in-house hydro-cutting/high pressure jetting service.

opportunities in the Omani and Middle East market to pursue

company Verwater Shanfari International L.L.C. to support the

2 courses (including the roof structure) installed. The stacked tanks each

together, involving the design, construction, maintenance and

have 8 courses installed. Also part of this project is the construction of a

repair of liquid storage tanks, tank terminals and related

new jetty, Jetty-10. The retaining wall is already piled and the concrete

equipment.

works are in progress. After the wall is completed, the construction of the
actual jetty will start. Argos Phase 6.1 is scheduled for completion by the

Formed by His Excellency Sheikh Said Bin Ahmed Al Shanfari

31 of October 2013.

in 1960, Verwater’s partner, the Shanfari Group has practically

st

mirrored the development of modern Oman, standing tall as
one of the country’s most dynamic business groups today.
Shanfari Group of companies is among the largest conglomerates
in the Sultanate of Oman and one of the nation’s most active
infrastructure development companies.

Jacking in the U.S.A.

Tank 301 as new again

B

y jacking two big tanks at Petroplex in Louisiana, United States,
Verwater USA is having a busy start right at the beginning of 2013.

One external floating roof tank with a diameter of 57.9 m’ is being
prepared to jack with a complete internal support construction.

I

n 2012 Verwater was awarded a multidisciplinary maintenance

To ensure the tank’s integrity complete Finite Element analyses were

contract for tank 301 at Vopak Europoort. The scope included

carried out for the design of this temporary construction.

the replacement of the 1st and 2nd lower shell plate courses,

Another tank, an open top tank with a diameter of 45.7 m’, is already

mechanical works and minor civil works.

up in the air to a height of 2.4 m’. The tank is being jacked to install a

The construction division followed a tight schedule to enable other

complete new tank bottom and an external floating roof. Due to uneven

divisions to complete the project. As a result of the close team-

settlements both tanks will be provided with a new foundation ring.

work with Vopak and our dedicated colleagues, Verwater was able
to meet the deadline set at the 21st of January 2013.

Verwater’s American partners are happy to see the safest jacking

As the end date of the project, March 2013, is in sight all parties

techniques are being used and controlled by experienced supervisors.

on site work together under the management of Verwater to finish
the project with the best results.
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MOVE improves
efficiency figures
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Singapore,

big ambitions in
a small country

M

OVE, the cooperation between MOT and Verwater is starting to get
settled. Early 2011 both parties started working together in a partner-

ship where efficiency and optimization are key components. At this moment
both MOT en Verwater see positive results with on-going processes.

Large scale
renovation
program at
Zeeland Refinery
A

fter being awarded with the Tank Renovation Program at

The MOVE concept is based on two-way understanding and trust. Traditio-

Zeeland Refinery Verwater moved into its brand-new accom-

nal relationships between clients and contractors are set aside. Agreements

modation on site. The renovations, that will last until the end of

concerning rates, hours and materials are made in full openess. Thanks to
the clear agreements both MOT and Verwater are able to increase efficiency

2015, will be executed by our tank construction, mechanical and

and no longer have to deal with lumpsum numbers.

civil divisions. In 2012 multiple Verwater divisions teamed up to

During recent times MOVE’s focus was set on reducing ‘out-of-service’ time

complete the renovations on a number of tanks. In consultation

and the first results are promising. Downtime of tanks is reduced with 25%

with the client Verwater decided to apply innovations in this

while staying within budgetary limits. The coming period MOVE will work on

project that increased safety and practicability.

maintaining these results and ultimately start seeing the financial benefits
In the coming year Verwater will be involved even more. The

of the cooperation.

F

Meanwhile multiple storage terminals have declared their interest in the
MOVE-concept. The coming year Verwater hopes to integrate the concept
in other terminals, with the successful team work with MOT serving as
a directive.

renovation program is bigger than ever. A large number of tanks,

or more than 20 years Verwater is based in

11 up to now, are to be renovated by Verwater. The client asked

Singapore. As the southeast Asian country’s economy

Verwater to fulfil a coordinating role during the process. As a

is booming, work for Verwater is plentiful. The year 2012

result of their coordinating experience and location near Vlissingen

turned out to be the busiest so far on tank jacking works.

Verwater Belgium is involved to ensure a smooth running project.

Verwater is in the final stage of an extensive maintenance
program of the first built tanks on the Oiltanking terminal
on Jurong Island.
However, the majority of activities were at the Shell
refinery at Pulau Bukom. Verwater carried out jacking

Caribbean adventure comes to an end

works and foundation reinstatements on more than
10 tanks, in many cases on several tanks at the same
time. The tanks varied in diameters from 12 up
to 76 m’.
Verwater Singapore renewed it’s tank jacking contract
with effect from the 1st of January 2012. In the coming
years the intensity of tank jacking and tank repairs is
expected to remain the same or even increase.
A challenge Verwater is happy to accept and carry out in
collaboration with the Shell-teams on site and Verwater’s
extended crew on Pulau Bukom.

A

lmost 2 years after signing the contract with NuStar for the

the external surfaces, shell and roof with a total surface area of

construction of 5 storage tanks with a total capacity of 1 million

22,500 m², the welds and mechanical damages were blasted with

barrels in St. Eustatius, part of the former Dutch Antilles, the total

Olivine Sand. After that, 3 layers of paint were applied. The internal

project is completed. The first vessels from Petrobras arrived from

surfaces, bottom and 1 meter of the lowest shell course with a total

Brazil at the beginning of February 2013.

of 7,200 m², were machine blasted and coated with a 2 layer paint

For the last phase of the project, Verwater’s coating department P.C.C.

collectively established a brand new facility that meets the

Conserveringswerken started with an extensive preparation period

requirements of a safe and reliable terminal. Verwater is leaving

of 3 months at their headquarters in Heijningen. The actual fieldwork

this tiny Caribbean island having gained experience, knowledge

started in July 2012 on the island of St. Eustatius in the Caribbean. For

and above all inspiration for projects to come.

Nigerian tank repairs
and construction

system. A total of 400 workers from various Verwater departments

E

arly 2012 Verwater started together with their local Nigerian
partner a tank repair and construction project. At the Mosimi

tank depot 3 tanks, 2 with a diameter of 44.1 m’ and 1 tank
with 36.9 m’ diameter will have to be refurbished. This means;
tank jacking, foundation repairs including secondary containment,
new tank bottoms and installation of aluminium domes and inner
floaters (IFR’s).
In addition to the refurbishment works, the construction of a
new tank with diameter 44.1 m’ is part of the contract. Verwater
has already carried out the engineering and procurement of all
materials for the tanks and is directly involved in the execution
of the works with their expertise. The E&I as well as the firewater
design and installation are part of our scope of work.
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Verwater shows flexibility
at Shin Etsu
O

Since 1922
It’s the 25th edition of the Waterdrops and the one in which
we look back at a special year. Our organization has
experienced ups and downs. While we have celebrated the

n the 12 of October 2012 a leakage

90th anniversary of our family company, we have also lost

in a process line forced a part of the

a remarkable and prominent person for our organization.

refinery VCM plant of Shin Etsu Rotterdam to

My father, Aad Verwater sr. made the initial steps for the

shut down right away. Due to the shutdown a

international success of Verwater. Although he is no longer

lot of contaminated product remained in their

among us he is still a source of inspiration to me and our

th

company.

systems. Shin Etsu asked Verwater to carry
out a so called ‘pit stop’, for which an on-

The year 2012 has also been the year we started some new

site maintenance team of Verwater took the

large scale projects such as Argos Phase 6.1 and Vopak

necessary preparations. Within 24 hours a

MiDEx Greenfield. In addition we were awarded with several

team of 25 Verwater employees was added to

and renewed maintenance contracts.

the already present workforce. On top of that
all the materials such as cranes and gaskets

It is our goal to become the best tank terminal construction

were brought on site within this short time-

and maintenance partner for our clients world wide. There-

frame. The complete pit stop took 4 weeks

fore we will divide the maintenance activities and projects in

and 2,500 manhours. After the safe start-up

separate business units, as both require a different approach.

of the plant, Shin Etsu complimented

I am happy to announce that we have filled in the key posi-

Verwater for its flexibility in a difficult

tions for this process. Currently we are represented on every

situation. Another challenge at Shin Etsu

continent. Without our dedicated employees worldwide this

is ahead as a big maintenance shutdown is

goal would be unattainable.

already planned in the 12th week of 2013.
This project will take about a month and

We are grateful to our clients. For most of them we have

10,000 manhours. Besides the maintenance

been working for many years. They have witnessed our

shutdown Verwater will replace pipe works at

expansion national and international. Other clients we have

Shin Etsu, completing a demanding project

just met and we hope to build a mutual satisfying relationship

for a valued partner.

with them as well.

New tank construction
activities in Belgium
T

he waste treatment plant Indaver decided
to expand its waste handling capacity by

installing 2 new 500 m storage tanks at their
3

T

Without all our clients we would not have been able to grow
and exist for 90 years.
Paul Verwater

otal Feluy is going to expand their
storage capacity with 2 storage tanks

of 9,500 m³ each (tanks 373 and 382).

Antwerp site. The contract for this expansion

The contract, awarded to Verwater Belgium,

was awarded to Verwater Belgium.

also covers the civil works. Foundations

All disciplines are managed by Verwater.

have been installed in January 2013, and

Starting with the foundation works, to the

the construction of both tanks started directly

construction of the storage tanks and finally

after that. Both tanks will be constructed with

the piping and structural steel works.

own resources and shall be operational by

Execution started in February 2013 and

August 2013.

will last about 6 months.
Our offices:

Australia

Malaysia

Singapore

Belgium

Netherlands

Turkey

France

Oman

USA

Colophon
Important dates:
st
19, 20, 21
of March 2013

StocExpo
Antwerp, Belgium
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